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ertain features of tasks make them especially difficult for humans. These constitute leverage points for

applying intelligent technologies, but there’s a flip side.

captured by a fixed “snapshot,” or are the critical characteristics captured only by the changes from frame to
frame? Are phenomena static and scalar, or do they possess dynamic, vector-like characteristics?

Designing complex cognitive systems is itself a tough task.
Cognitive engineers face the same challenges in designing
systems that users confront in working the tasks that the
systems are intended to aid.

Research background
Research conducted under the rubric of Cognitive Flexibility Theory examined learning and performance in medical education and, in particular, how people learn and
understand the cardiovascular system.1,2 The research identified characteristics of learning material and performance
situations that cause cognitive difficulty for learners and
operators. It also determined how people respond to these
elements of difficulty. That research found that learners
and practitioners often deal with complexity through oversimplification, which can lead to misconception and faulty
knowledge application.
The dimensions of difficulty
Eleven dimensions make tasks difficult and require mental effort.
Static vs. dynamic. Are important aspects of a situation

Discrete vs. continuous. Do processes proceed in discernable steps, or are they unbreakable continua? Can we describe attributes by using a few categories (for example,
dichotomous classifications such as large/small), or must
we recognize and use continuous dimensions (such as
size) or numerous categorical distinctions?
Separable vs. interactive. Do processes occur independently or with only weak interaction, or do strong interaction and interdependence exist?
Sequential vs. simultaneous. Do processes occur one at a
time, or do multiple processes occur at the same time?
Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous. Are components or
explanatory schemes uniform (or similar) across a system,
or are they diverse?
Single vs. multiple representations. Do elements in a situation afford single or just a few interpretations, functional
uses, categorizations, and so on, or do they afford many? Do
we need multiple representations (such as multiple perspectives, schemas, analogies, models, or case precedents) to
capture and convey the meaning of a process or situation?
Mechanism vs. organicism. Are effects traceable to simple
and direct causal agents, or are they the product of more
systemwide, organic functions? Can we gain important
and accurate understandings by understanding just parts
of the system, or must we understand the entire system to
understand even the parts well?
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Linear vs. nonlinear. Are functional relationships linear or
nonlinear (that is, are relationships between input and output
variables proportional or nonproportional)? Can a single line
of explanation convey a concept or account for a phenome-
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non, or does adequate coverage require multiple overlapping lines of explanation?

• Overcoming these defenses requires
practice, experience, and mental effort

Universal vs. conditional. Do guidelines
and principles hold in much the same way
(without needing substantial modification)
across different situations, or does their
application require considerable context
sensitivity?

The reductive tendency

Regular vs. irregular. Does a domain exhibit a high degree of regularity or typicality across cases, or do cases differ considerably even when they have the same
name? Do concepts and phenomena exhibit
strong elements of symmetry and repeatable patterns, or is there a prevalence of
asymmetry and an absence of consistent
pattern?
Surface vs. deep. Are important elements for
understanding and for guiding action delineated and apparent on the surface of a situation, or are they more covert, relational, and
abstract?
The consequences of complexity
The research also revealed serious consequences when the material to be learned
or understood exhibits the latter alternative
in each of the above 11 dimensions—that
is, when
• Events are dynamic, simultaneous and
parallel, and organic (evolving, emergent) rather than governed by simple
cause and effect
• Event parameters are continuous and
highly interactive
• Events involve heterogeneous components
or explanatory principles, nonlinear dynamics, and multiple context-dependencies
• Events can be understood by multiple
representations
• Cases show asymmetries and irregularities
• Key principles are abstract and nonobvious
In such cases,
• Learners and practitioners tend to interpret situations as though they were characterized by simpler alternatives
• Their understandings tend to be reductive—that is, they tend to simplify
• They tend to try to defend their simple
understandings when confronted with
facts that suggest that the situation is
more complex than what they suppose
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The term reductive bias3 has been used to
describe people’s inclination to construct
overly simplistic understandings and categories. However, we do not see this as a
bias in the sense in which cognitive science
frequently uses the term. Rather, this reductive tendency is an inevitable consequence
of how people learn.4 Of necessity, when
people are forming a new understanding or
developing a new category, their knowledge is incomplete. How else could it be?
People perceive, understand, and learn distinctions only through additional experience and thought. So, at any point in time,
a person’s understanding of anything that’s
at all complex, even domain experts’ under-

When learners are confronted
with evidence contrary to their
views, they perform mental
maneuvers to rationalize their
faulty beliefs without
fundamentally altering them.
standings, is bound to be simplifying at
least in some respects.
In areas of complex cognition, the reductive tendency can lead to significant misconceptions and error-ridden performance.5 In
addition, the misconceptions might resist
change. When learners are confronted with
evidence contrary to their views, they perform mental maneuvers to rationalize their
faulty beliefs without fundamentally altering
them. These protective operations are called
knowledge shields, and researchers have
identified 23 of them.5
One such shield is the demean effect.
When confronted with the evidence, learners acknowledge that the evidence might be
true but dismiss it as trivial—“it’s not a big
deal.” Here’s an example:
Instruction: As a vessel expands during the
ascending phase of a pulse, this doesn’t mean
www.computer.org/intelligent

that all the blood in the expanded vessel simply flows downstream through a now larger
vessel, since some of it, for instance, flows
into the expansion of the vessel itself.
Student response: (long pause) “Um, I’m
going to agree. It makes sense that some of it
would flow into the expansion of the vessel,
but I’m sure it’s not a big part of it.”

Two other knowledge shields are argument from faulty causal reasoning and extirpation. In the first, the learner constructs a
false causal explanation, consistent with his
or her belief, for the anomalous evidence. In
the second, the learner isolates the phenomenon to be explained from its real context. In
the following example, the student uses both
shields to avoid a real change in belief:
Instruction: In the pulsing cardiovascular
system, some of the energy produced by the
heart is used up in making blood flow into and
out of the expansion of vessel walls. Hence,
factors associated with flow into and out of the
vessel walls, such as stiffness and heart rate,
contribute to opposition to blood flow.
Student response: “And I agree with that, um,
because when blood goes into the expanded
area and then that expanded area contracts,
the blood’s gonna go both forward and backward, and this is going to create opposition to
the other blood coming in.”

Although Cognitive Flexibility Theory and
the reductive tendency first had their impact
in medical education, they have found wider
application.6,7 In particular, they have implications for our own understanding of the
nature of complex sociotechnical systems.
That is, what if our own (that is, cognitive
engineers’) understanding of CSSs is itself
subject to a reductive tendency?

The nature of complex
sociotechnical systems
CSSs are workplaces in which individuals
act as collectives with the support of information technology, to conduct cognitive
work.8,9 Cognitive work involves obtaining,
using, and sharing knowledge in the pursuit
of goals under changing circumstances.
Goals include empowering others to act
according to that knowledge or a certain
state of situation awareness. David Woods
and his colleagues have identified consistent patterns (“Laws That Govern Cognitive Work”) to activities and problems in
CSSs, and to the principles governing
human-machine interaction in cognitive
work.10,11 Previous installments of this
department have presented some of these as
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principles of human-centered computing.
CSSs don’t sit still, in at least two respects. First, new technologies provide new
capabilities, but these spawn new expectations, roles, and ways of doing things. They
can also introduce new complexities—for
example, increased interconnectedness,
interdependency, and need for coordination
among players. Workers will employ various adaptations, including work-arounds,
to function successfully in the new environment.12 As Woods has written, “Whatever the artifacts and however autonomous
they are under certain conditions, people
create, operate and modify these artifacts in
human systems for human purposes.”10
Second, all the workplace participants
operate from personally constructed models
of the work to be done and of the other parties involved, including their roles, capabilities, and needs. This means that the CSS is
inhabited by multiple viewpoints, multiple
value systems, multiple ways of operating,
multiple assessments of responsibility and
authority, and the like. Different people will
model the work environment’s key elements
differently, depending on such things as
their backgrounds, experiences, responsibilities, personal agendas, and particular tasks.
This portrayal involves considerable
complexity, including
• Constant readaptation, and hence constant dynamics and change
• Strong interaction and interdependence
of processes and people
• Multiple interpretations, ambitions, and
viewpoints
• Heterogeneous capabilities and methods
• The need to interpret and respond appropriately to high degrees of context sensitivity
This characterization of the complex workplace, at a general level, conforms precisely
with the 11 dimensions of difficulty.

The implication for cognitive
engineering: The “envisioned
world” problem
If the reductive tendency affects the design,
and redesign, of CSSs in the same ways it
affects other complex domains of learning
and knowing, what are the implications?
Static/dynamic
If the reductive tendency affects this
dimension, cognitive engineers would be
prone to construe dynamic situations as
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more static than they really are. The reductive assumption for CSSs would be that the
way work is carried out might be improved
but will be fundamentally the same after an
intervention. This reduction probably also
construes the day-to-day practice of work
as being more routine than it actually is.

often does, result in technologies that impose
difficulties in coordination and communication, and in building common ground. This
leads designers to be confident that demands
for coordination have been reduced, whereas
when the system is in use, the practitioners
experience automation “surprises.”

Discrete/continuous
The reductive tendency on this dimension would treat continuous processes as
being more incremental than they really
are. The cognitive engineer might be prone
to think of continuous processes in terms of
discernable steps. Perhaps most important,
cognitive engineers might fail to anticipate
that adaptive change will occur at all, and if
it does, they might think that it consists of
easily detected stages or steps.

Homogeneous/heterogeneous
The reductive tendency would result in
assumptions that the processes, values,
ways of doing things, cultural norms, abilities, loyalties, and so forth are pretty much
the same across the many diverse units of
the CSS—a kind of uniformity tendency.
This reduction’s effect in design would be
that the cognitive engineer fails to anticipate the diversity of reactions and adaptations to a workplace change.

The CSS is inhabited by multiple
viewpoints, multiple value
systems, multiple ways of
operating, multiple assessments
of responsibility and authority,
and the like.
Separable/interactive
Here, the reductive tendency would treat
processes and people as functioning more
in isolation and insulation than they actually do. The cognitive engineer might fail
to appreciate the widespread interdependency of effects across workplace components. The reductive assumption would be
that changing a component of the workplace
would have only local, contained effects that
wouldn’t ripple throughout the operation
following an intervention.
Sequential/simultaneous
The reductive tendency for this dimension
resembles that for separability/interactiveness. However, here it emphasizes thinking
of the work practice as a linear set of workplace steps, as in an assembly line, rather
than a matter of interactiveness and simultaneity. This reductive assumption can, and
www.computer.org/intelligent

Single/multiple representations
(functions)
The reductive tendency would occur
when the cognitive engineer doesn’t realize
that appraisals of the CSS, before and after
an intervention, can vary greatly among
different stakeholders. For example, a system’s usability can vary across different
perspectives, both with regard to the operation of the workplace itself (for example,
its profitability, degree of stress, efficiency,
and quality) and from the viewpoint of different stakeholders (for example, management, workers, unions, shareholders, the
US Occupational Safety & Health Administration, and the US Internal Revenue Service). This tendency would also involve
various kinds of fixations on the cognitive
engineer’s part—that is, envisioning the
future (for example, how some device will
be used or how some group will react to a
change) in a rigid, fixed way.
Mechanism/organicism
The reductive tendency would treat CSS
operation as a set of low-level, direct causes
and effects. It would involve no consideration of complex, nonlinear, interactive, selforganizing characteristics that can emerge
because the CSS has qualities and processes
that are more than the sum of its component
parts.
Linear/nonlinear
The reductive tendency would involve
the assumption that changes, effects of
interventions, and perturbations of various
kinds to the CSS will have incremental,
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manageable consequences. This would
entail failure to account for or anticipate
the effects of tight coupling that produce
cascading effects and other nonlinear
responses. As a result, for example, developers can miss the complexity induced by
the coupling (for example, how effects-ata-distance complicate diagnostic reasoning), and their designed system would leave
the practitioner unsupported.
Universal/conditional
The reductive tendency would be the
assumption that a design principle has the
same applicability and effects throughout
the many different and changing contexts
of work and practice. That is, the effects,
embodied in the design principle, will hold
fairly universally across differing practice
environments. Indeed, one can sense this
reductive tendency in operation in previous
essays in this department.

The reductive tendency at work
in design and envisionment
An example of how the reductive tendency
affects the design of CSSs appears in the
discussion of the “substitution myth.”13 As
David Woods and his colleagues note frequently, the myth is that when some work
system component is replaced by some
device, the work’s fundamental nature will
remain essentially the same. That is, the
replacement device will function in much
the same way that the original component
did (although it might be faster, more efficient, and so on). This is almost never the
case; the work system changes dramatically, often in unintended, unanticipated,
and undesirable ways.
Clearly, we can attribute the substitution
myth’s pervasiveness to the reductive tendency affecting designers on several of the
dimensions of difficulty. For example, the
myth involves treating dynamic work as
static, treating interdependencies as being
compartmentalized, and regarding the irregular nature of work as more regular and routine than it is.
So, what can we do about this? Is simple
awareness of the reductive tendency and
the dimensions of difficulty enough?

Mitigating the reductive
tendency
Knowledge of the oversimplifications
that designers will likely commit in CSS
environments should influence the creMAY/JUNE 2004

ation of intelligent instructional and performance support tools. This is already
happening. There are systems that seem
to acknowledge, and avoid, reductive
tendencies. There are tools that help
operators comprehend the implications
of numerous, interdependent, and constantly changing variables that affect successful execution of a task—for example,
flying an airplane.14 Devices exist that
warn doctors and patients about adverse
interactions among drugs and activities.
Instructional systems based on Cognitive
Flexibility Theory are being built to help
learners analyze and comprehend difficult material from multiple viewpoints.15
But the dimensions of difficulty themselves should provide explicit guidance for
cognitive engineers who are confronted
with challenges in CSS design. The dimen-

Knowledge of the
oversimplifications that designers
will likely commit in CSS
environments should influence the
creation of intelligent instructional
and performance support tools.
sions, as well as people’s known reactions to
them, might help suggest leverage points,
strategies, heuristics, and even technologies
to help the cognitive engineer overcome
reductive tendencies and effectively explore
the envisioned world. A great opportunity
exists here for creating tools that help those
who design CSSs to anticipate and plan for
the effects on work practice to be expected
from new designs or redesigns.

F

inally, we must assume that cognitive
engineers will invoke one or more knowledge shields when they’re confronted with
evidence that their understanding and planning involves a reductive understanding.
The knowledge shield phenomenon suggests that it will take effort to change the
reductive mindset that people might bring
www.computer.org/intelligent

to designing a CSS and envisioning its
nature after an intervention.
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Special Issue on Agent-Based Intelligent Forms
Submissions due 30 June 2004

Despite the promise of intelligent systems technology, interactive intelligent systems are still
hard and expensive to build, hard to understand, hard to use, and hard to evolve and modify
through their use. One promising new technology area is agent-based intelligent forms as typified
in the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s research and demonstration program in Active
Templates. ABIFs let people create and use applications with simple, yet smart interfaces for getting
the information they need and for capturing decisions they make on the basis of this information.
This special issue will present the state of the practice, descriptions of research and evolving technology,
application-focused case studies, and a roadmap for required research. We solicit papers especially in
these areas:

Guest Editors
• Douglas Dyer, DARPA
• Steve Cross, Georgia
Tech Research Institute
• Austin Tate, University of
Edinburgh
• Craig Knoblock, University
of Southern California’s
Information Sciences Institute
• Steve Minton, Fetch Technologies

Important Dates
30 June 2004 – Submissions due
10 Sept. 2004 – Notification of acceptance
5 Nov. 2004 – Final versions submitted

•
•
•
•
•

Agent-based technology amenable to user-centered development and use
Applications of mixed-initiative problem-solving methods
Applications of case-based reasoning and machine learning
Ontological approaches for knowledge capture, understanding, and use
Developer-oriented tutorials on technical advances in the past decade, evolving
commercial technology, and projections of current research and its applicability
• Case studies of ABIFs that discuss the impact of new functionality, technology
insertion and transition issues, and user acceptance
In addition, this special issue will document the substantial progress that has taken place in the
past 10 years. The February 1995 IEEE Expert (now IEEE Intelligent Systems) described the state
of the practice in knowledge-based planning and scheduling with case studies of application
in the military context and to user-centered software engineering. Significant progress
since then has yielded powerful, yet underutilized new capabilities that can improve
intelligent systems applications in many areas.

Submission Guidelines: Submissions will be 3,000 to 7,500 words (counting a standard figure or table as 250 words) and should follow the magazine’s style and
presentation guidelines (see www.computer.org/intelligent/author.htm). References should be limited to 10 citations. To submit a manuscript for peer-reviewed
consideration, please access the IEEE Computer Society Web-based system, Manuscript Central, at http://cs-ieee.manuscriptcentral.com/index.html.
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